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INTRODUCTION

The first objective of this investigation was to determine which
deposits of clay-s, shales, and loesses in l'.dssouri are suitable for use
in the production of lightweight aggregate by virtue of their expanding
characteristics upon heating.

The second objective was to determine, if

possible, commercially feasible additions that will produce the bloating
property :in shales that do not naturally bloat.
There are tvJO conditions '\'Jhich must be ret in f:iring in order to
bloat a clay or shale.
firing.

First, a gas must be formed and evolved during

Second, enough glass of the proper viscosity must be formed

to trap the gas and permit

eA~ansion.

There has been a good deal of research conducted in an effort to
determine the bloating agents.

The only conclusion one can draw in

general from this \·tork is that the bloating agents vary and it is difficult to tie down specifically the agents arxl reactions involved, arrl in
this regard each clay and shale is a separate problem.

It is a matter

of record, however, that the majority of shales sho;.r some bloating,
this was also found true of Hissouri shales.

In this work, no direct

attempt was ne.de to cietermine gas producing agents since in the majority of cases these agents occurred naturally in the shales.

Therefore,

the second part of this work 1-vas concerned v-rith finding a suitable
additive which would promote the formation of glass of the pro:per viscosity at the right temperatures.
This problem is of considerable economic importance since there
is an acute demand for lightweight concrete aggregate.

Lightweight

concrete aggregate is ver,y popular for use in the production of concrete

2

blocks because of its lightweight, insulating and acoustic

pro~rties.

In large concrete structures the use of light1·reight aggregate can
effect a very worth 11hile saving in structural steel and thus justify
its slighlY higher cost.
Previous to this 110rk very little had been lmown as to the
bloat:ing characteristics of the clays arrl shales in 1-Iissouri.
In the process of this investigation, firing behaviors have

been run on aJ.l the samples collected and these data might in the future
be valuable to the structural

c~

products industry.
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REVIEVl OF PREVIOUS HORK
In 1903 T. E. Jackson(l) theorized that the bloating of

cl~s

was

caused by the

evolution of oxygen liberated by the dissociation of

ferric oxide.

He did not present any experimental evidence, however,

to support this theory.
2
Orton and Staley( ) did not believe ferric oxide was the cause of
bloating since all cl;zy-s \"tould then bloat at the same temperature and
their experiments shm·red that clays bloated at temperatures ranging
from 11000 to 1700°C., and also many clays that contain iron do not
bloat.

They believed that

too

oxidation of various forms of carbon

could cause bloating.. They also suggested that iron sulfide was not
dissociated in firin g but was dissolved in tte melt and as more silica
was dissolved the melt became acid causing the sulfur to come out of
solution as sulfur diox ide \·thich could cause bloating.
Wilson( 3 )believed that bloating resulted in the decomposition of
compotmds such as CaS0 4.

He listed two causes of bloating:

1.

incom-

plete oxidation during firing below the vitrification temperature, and
(l) Jackson, T. E., p. 43, discussion of the paper nchanges in
Color of Clays on Ignition in Clayware Kilns, 11 by Arthur Hopwood,
Trans .. Ceram. Soc. (Enelo), 1903, pp. 37-43.

( 2 )orton, Eo, and Staley , H. F ., Status of C, Fe, and Sin Cl~s
During Various Stages of Burning; 3 r d. report, National Brick Manuf acturers' Association , Indianapolis, Indiana, 1908.
(3)\'lilson, Hewitt, Geramics - Cl ay Technology.,

Book Co., Inc •• New York, 1927, 296 pp.

l·1cGraw-Hill
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2.

evolution of gases during and above the vitrification range.
Bleininger and l-fontgomery( 4 )recognized that physical conditions

such as rate of mating and kiln atmosphere affected bloating.,

F. G. Jackson(5)attempted to determine what compounds were formed
with sulfur, iron, and silica before, during, and after the liberation
of gases such as

so 2 , so 3 , and co 2 • He

pure kaolinite and fired to 7500C.
evolved at low temperatures.

mixed various impurities with

He found that not all sulfur was

Bloating, he believes, is due to that

sulfur retained at high temperatures in complex compounds with iron and
silica.
Austin, Nunes, and Sullivan ( 6) qua.ntitati vely determined the gases
evolved during bloating by heating various bloating
furnace.

H~.

in a tube

They studied the effects of heating rates, air flow and

different atmospheres on bloating.
and

cl~s

They believed that th9

co 2

The gases evolved were

co 2 , so 3 ,

was formed from the oxidation of

elerental carbon by the reduction of ferric oxide, since good bloating
was attained in a nitrogen atmosphere.

They suggested that the

so 3

resulted from the decomposition of sulfates originally present in clay

or formed during the firing.

The water was not believed to come from

a clay mineralo
(4)Blein:inger, A. V., and Hont gomery, E. T., rtEffect of Overfiring
Upon the Structure of Clays, tt Trans. Am. Ceram. Soc., 15, 71-85 (1913).

( 5) Jackson, F. G., "Oxidation of Ceramic vi are During Firing:

2,
Decomposition of Various Compounds of Iron with Sulfur Under Simulated
Kiln Conditions," J. Am. Ceramic Soc., 7 (4) 223-37 (1924).

6
( ) Austin,

c. R., NtU1es, J. L., and Sullivan, J . · D., "Basic Factors
Involved in the Bloating of Clays," Am. Inst. !-lining & l.fet. Engrs.,
Tech. Pub. No. 1486; Hini.ng Teclmol., 6 (4) 11 pp. (1942).
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Conley,

~~Tilson

and Klinefelter(?) studied the engineering aspects

of bloating clays for concrete aggregate.
the cause of bloating.

They also did research on

They tried to find a correlation bet-v;een chem-

ical components ani bloating by making numerous chemical analyses of
bloatmg and non-bloating clays.
bloating clays o

They added many substances to non-

They got good results with sulfates, carbonates, flowers

of sulfur, red phosphorus and others with different clays.

Th<y con-

eluded that many non-bloating clays could be made to bloat by proper
admixtures and that poor bloating clays cou:W. be improved, but that each
cley was an :individual problem.
Riley(S) by utilizing a large number of chemical analyses of bloating and non-bloating clays defined too limits of bloating on the composition diagram Al 2o - Si0 2 - Fla--c 0
3

The "area of bloating" on this

diagram showed the desirable compositicn of clays "t!hich satisfy the
corrlition that a bloating clay must form enough glass-.r phase of high
enough viscosity to trap a gas at bloating temperaturGs.

He tested this

area by adding alurn...ina and silica to non-bloating clays.

These mixture s

bloated.

He also found that many igneous rocks vlhose compositions fall

within this area bloated when ground and cast into briquettes and fired.
Riley believed that bloating is caused by the reduction of Hematite and
the formation of so2 fro m P,Yrite.
(?)conley, J. E., Wilson, Hewitt, Klinefelter, T. A., "Production
of Lig htweight Concrete Aggregates from Clays, Shales, Slates, and
Other Haterials, 11 u.s. Bur. Hines Repts. Invest., No. 41~01, 12lpp (194.8).
(B)Riley, C. 1-f., "Relation of Chemical Properties to the Bloating
of Clczy-s," J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 34 (4) 121-28 (1951).

6

Larson ( 9) fired t v-relve shale and clay samples from different locations in Missouri.

He fired 1" x 3/4" s 3/411 blocks in a gas fired

muffle furnace until they bloated or melted dovm.
fired he

re 1~rted

seven as good bloating.

Of the twelve samples

Five of these seven good

bloat:ing samples were retested in this work, three of vrhich were considered to be good bloa.tine .

( 9 )Larson, L. H., 11 Ceramic Possibilities of Sor.:1e 1-.i.issouri Clays
and Shales , 11 Thesis 7 53, Kis so uri School of }!.Tines and Hetallurgy,
Rolla , Hissouri
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SANPLL."\JG AND ffiEPAR.ATION FOR TESTTI'JG

The locations from which the samples were taken were chosen by

Dr. E. L. Clark.

All the samples were collected by Hr. W. R. Higgs.

Appendix A contains the exact locations of the samples and the geologic descriptions of the outcrops as written by

~fr.

Higgs.

Hany of too locations contained three or four geologic formations

of interest, each of which was sampled an:l tested separately.
The majority of the samples were collected from natural outcrops.
A few were taken from open pit excavations at coal an:l brick plants.
The samples were collected by channeling so as to eliminate we a too red
material.
The formations sampled ranged .from twelve feet to fifty-three feet
and approximately one hundred pounds were taken for each sample.
A total of fifty-five individual samples were obtained from fortytwo locations in twenty-five counties 0
Each sample was air dried and put first through a jaw type crusher
and then a ha.umer mill.

Each sample was piled and quartered until a

tvrenty pound fraction remained.

This fracticn was again piled and

quartered m1til a five pound portion remained.

The five pounds were

passed through a 20 mesh sieve (U. S • Standard) and enough water v-ras
added to make it workable.
clay and marked.

One inch cubes were then molded from the

After drying at ll0°C these cubes '\vere used in the

firing testso
For running chemical analysis and different ia.l thermal analysis
a representative 100 grams were removed and ground to pass a 100 mesh
sieve.
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FIRING TESTS FCR BLOATING
It has long been recognized that there are

t~ro

conditions that

must be met by a sample in f:iring in order to produce a good bloat.
First, the sample must contain compounds which dissociate or react with
other compounds upon heating to form a gas.

Second, the sample must

have formed enoUP'.)l glass of the proper viscosity to trap the gas and
permit expansion.

It can readily be seen that the v:Ls cosity a.n:i amount

of the glass formed is fairly critical.

If the glass is too fluid, the

gas \·rill bubble out leaving rather large connected pores in the mass
and little expansion ,;ill take place, i f too little glass is formed the
gas will not be trapped in the mass.
were run on every sample.

In view of this, t'WO firing tests

The first firing test was a ceramic firing

behavior which is characterized by a Slaw rate of heatingo

The second

firing test 1-ras a very rapid heating intended to show whetrer tre rate
of heating had anything to do with whetre r a sample vrould bloat or not.
It was thought that i f gas evolution started before there was sufficient
vitrification a slovf heating rate might complete gas evolution without
bloating the sample, therefore a rapid fire would be necessary.
Besides the rate of heating, there was another difference between
the t"vvo firing tests which proved to be far more significant.
significant difference was in the furnace atmosphere.

This

Tte firing be-

haviors we re conduct ed in an electrically heated air furnace and the
atHosphere would be oxidizing while the rapid firing 1-ras conducted in
a g as fire d furnace 'Which tended to be reducing since the air-gas mixture
was kept rich in gas as shO\Im by yellovr flames
door o f t he furnace.

shootir~

out the top and

9

For run..r dng tl-e firing behavior eighteen one inch cubes of each
sample v.rere made.

1'hese cubes were r:1arked with the

the pyrometric cone at which they were to be fired.
fired to each cone.

06, 04, 02, 1,

sar~ple

nu.mber and

T\·to cubes were

Samples \<Tere withdrawn from the furnace at cones

3, 5, 7, 9,

and 11, these correspond

approximate~

to

temperatures of 1005, 1050, 1125, 1145, ll80, 1210, 1250, and 12B5°C,
res:p;ctively..

Pyrometric cones "Vrere used instead of arbitrarily chosen

1tdthdrawal te:m:r::eratures for tvro reasons:

1.

the thermo,~ couple could

not be easily shifted around in the furnace and the use of pyrometric
cones elL'lli.nated the necessity of determining the tem}:X3rature gradient
in the furnace and th3 ef fect of withdrawing s anples, a r1d 2.

pyrometric

cones are a rooasure of heat treatment or t:Lme as well as temperature.
After tm cubes had been made, marked, an:l dried, their weights and
volumes were taken and recorded.

After running the firing behavior,

the weights and volumes were again taken and recorded.

These measure-

ments penaitted a calculation of fired .density and per cent shrinkage
or expansion.

\'Jeights 't'lere taken to one tenth of a gram.

Volumes

were taken with a mercury volumeter and read to one hun:lredth of a
cubic centimeter.

These data, although valuable to one interested in

making brick or pottecy, only tell one of two things of interest concerning their value as lightweight aggregate.

Tm pore structure of

the bloated piece is just as important as the amount of expansion.

The

dlt-<t

data on density arrl expan sion _. not in:luded in this work but will
be reported in anotmr thesis.

The result reported :in this \fOrk is

simply whether a bloated piece floated on water or not.

This was the

criterion used to deternine if the expansion 1r-ras suf fie ient for use as
liehtweight aggregate.
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The fun1ace used for the firing behaviors was an upright muffle
furnace.

The heating elements were six "Globars. 11

The rate of heating

was controlled by a lD.cromax temperature indicating program controller.
The rate of heating was

6ooc.

per hour to 1050°C. and then 20°C. per hour.

The size of the furnace permitted six. firing behaviors to be run
at once.
The samples to be withdrawn at one cone · were placed on a ~~~ x 4Q11 x

9 11

11

Mullfrax" split along with the proper pyronetric cone.

A peep hole

\'tas left in the furnace door and \men a cone went d<Y:m the door Y..Tas
opened and one entire split was removed and placed in a pan of fire clay
grog, grog was also poured on top of the split and samples to prevent
shattering from thermal shock.
The rapid firings were run in a gas fired serni-illllffle furnace.
cube of each sample was fired and two samples were fired at once.

One
The

dried cubes were placed on a n}'1ullfra.x" split which had been dusted
with silica sand.
or melted down.

The samples were fired l.Ultil they either bloated
If one bloated and the other one did not bloat or nelt

d"'m, the latter was repeated later. The atmosphere in the furnace was
kept reducing by keeping the air-gas mixture such that yellow flames
issued from the top and around the door of the furnace.
heating was approximatezy 600°C. per hour.

The rate of

The temperature was read

with an optical pyrometer.
After running both f iring tests on all of the samples, those that
bloated had to meet two
sidered good.

arbitrari~

chosen tests in order to be con-

First, the sample must float on water or almost float

once the nonporous "sld.n 11 which always formed was broken off.
the pores formed nrost be small and not interconnected.

Second,

The first test

11

measured in a small

11Ta:y

the extent to which the pores were interconnected

but the second test was necessary since in some samples the pores were
large, not well disseminated, and only separated by a thin glassy, very
brittle \'.fall.

This, of course, made the bloated piece very weak and

nnsuitable for this reason.

At first, it was thought that a separate

estimation of the strength would be desirable but it 1-.Jas found that i f
the pore structlll"e was considered good the strength was also good.
Table I contains the results of both firing tests; it includes
a separate colmllent on the bloating, i f any, during both firings, whether
the srunple floated on water, a comment on the pore structure, and the
best bloating temperature.
The bloating samples fell into two groups:

those that bloated

during both firing tests, and those that bloated only upon quick firing
in a reducing atmosphere.

Samples 3A, 7, lOB, 20B and C , 23 , Z7, 33,

.36, 37, and 38 bloated during both firings.

Samples 1, 2, 3B, 4, 5, 6,

8A, 15B , 24, 26, and 29 bloated during the quick firing.
A comparison of the samples that bloated vrell in both firing tests
irxiicates that the rate of firing does not seem to be very important for
these size samples.

The slower firing rate of the firing behavior did

improve the pare structure a little since the pores were smaller with
very few connected.

This difference in pore structure 'WOuld be expected

to become greater a s the size of the sample increased, but no investigation was conducted on t his point.
Two facts can be concluded about the samples that bloated during
both firings.

One, the rate of heating is not important for small

samples, and two, the furnace atmosphere does not
of these samples.

~feet

the bloating

12
The fact that some of the sal!lples only bloat in the reducing

atn osphere of the rapid firing test merely tells us that bloating is
promoted either by rapid fir:ing or a reducing atmosphere.
no direct tests were conducted to

dete~nine

promoted the bloating, the work on additives

Although

which of these two factors
i!u~ luences

the writer to

believe that it is the furnace atmosphere rather than the rate of firing.
In general, it was noticed that the best of the good bloating

samples vTere the ones that bloated during both firing tests.
Plates 1, 2, and 3 are actual size pictures of nine of the good
bloating samples.
readi~

Each of these samples floated on water and it is

seen that t he pores are small, separated, and uniformly spaced.
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TABLE I
Sample # 1
Excellent bloating in the reducing atmosphere of the quick firmg
test, pore structure excellent, specific gravity less than one, best
bloating temperature 12500 ! 20°C.
Very slight bloating at cone 9 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the
firing behavior test.

Sample melted at cone 11.

Sample # 2
Excellent bloating in the reducing atmosphere of the quick firing
test, specific gravity less than one, pore structure excellent, best
bloating temperature ll5~! 50°C.
Slight bloating from cones 7 to 11 in the oxidizing atmosphere of
the firing behavior •
Sample # 3A
Good bloating during the firing behavior at cones

7 and 9, oxi-

dizing atmosphere, specific gravity less than one, pore structure good,
bloating temperature 12500 ! 200 C.
Good bloating at same temperature during the quick fire.
Sample # 3B
Good bloating under tha reducL'"'l g conditions of the quick firing,

specific gravity about one, pore structure fair, bloating temperature
1200° ± 500C •
Slight bloating during the firing behavior at cones 7 and 9 under
oxidizing conditions, melted at core 11.
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TABLE I (Cont'd.)
Sample # 3C
Good bloating tmder the reducing conditions of the quick firing,
pore structure very bad with large connected pores, bloated at 12500C.
Very slight bloating during the firing behavior, melted at cone
Sample

n.

# 3D

Very slight bloating during both firings.

It didn't melt at cone

11 but was very well vitrified.

Sample # 4
Good bloating during

tre

quick firing, reduc:ing conditions,

specific gravity less than one, good pore structure, bloating temperature ]300° :t. 200C.
Very slight bloat:ing under the oxidizing conditions of the firing
behavior, did not melt at cone 11 but was well vitrified.
Sample # 5
Gocx:l bloating during th=l quick firing, reducing conditions,

specific gravity less _than. one, poor pore structure, bloating temperature 12500 !. 300C.
Very slight bloating under the oxidizing condition3 of the firing
behavior, did not melt at cone 11 but was very 'l,·; ell vitrified.
Sample # 6
Gocxi bloating under reducing conditions of tha quick firing, pore
structure fair, specific gravity about 1, bloating temperature 13000
300C •

:!:
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TABLE I (Cont'd.)
Slight bloating during the firing behavior, did not melt at cone 11.
Sample # 7
Exqellent bloating during both firings, oxidizing or reducing conditions, specific gravity less than one, excellent pore structure,
bloating temperatures 12000

±

500C.

Sample # 8A
Good bloating during the quick fire, reducing conditions, specific
gravity about 1, good pore structure, bloating temperatures 1250°

:t

500C.
Fair bloating under tre oxidizing conditions of the firing behavio~

pore structure not well developed, specific gravity greater than

one, melted at cone

n.

Sample # SB
Poor bloating during both firings, oxidizing or reducing conditions,
pore structure not well developed, specific gravity greater than one,
did not melt down at cone ll but very well vitrified.
Sample # 8C
No bloating in either firing.

Sample was weLl vitrified at cone ll.

Sample # 9A
Slight bloating during the firing behavior, oxidizing conditions,
pore structure not well developed, specific gravity greater than one,
~mlted

at cone 11.

No bloating when quick fired to J260°C in a reducing atmosphere.

16
TABLE I (Contld.)
Sample # 9B
No bloat:ing under reducing conditions of quick firing to l300°C.
No bloating during firing behavior, did not melt at cone 11 but

was well vitrified.
Sample # 9C
Poor bloating during the fjring behavior at cones 9 and ll, pore
structure not \'lell developed, specific gravity greater than one.
No bloating under the reducjng conditions of quick firing to 1270°C.
Sample #lOA
Poor bloating nnder the oxidizing conditions of the firing behavior at cones 9 and ll, pore structure not vrell developed, very well
vitrified at cone l l .
No bloating under the reducing corxlitions af quick firing to l260°C.
Sample # lOB
Fair bloating under the oxidizing conditions of the firing behav:i.or at cones 9 and 11, pore structure good, !:ipeci.fic gravity less than
one, bloating temperature 1300 :!: 20°C.
Fair bloating under tre reducing conditions of quick fir.i.ng to

Sample # 11
Poor bloating under the oxidizing com:itions of the firing behavior at cone llQ
No bloating under reducing conditions of quick firing to 12700C.
Sample

# 12

Very poor bloating in tm oxidiz:ing atmosphere of the firing
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TABLE I (Cent t d.)
behavior at cones 9 and l l .
No bloating in the reducing atmosphere of quick firing to l270°G.
Sample # l3
Very poor bloat:ing in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing behavior at cones 7, 9 and ll, very well vitrified at cone l l .
No bloating in the reducing atmosphere of quick firing to 1275°C 0
Sample

# Jh.

Very slight bloating in both firing tests at 1300°C, but very
well vitrified at this temperat,..:a-e.
Sample # 15A
Very slight bloating in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing behavior at cone 7.

At cone 9 the bloating was good but the pore structure

was bad (large, open and interconnected pores), sample :rrelted down at
cone l l .
Very slight bloo.ting in the reducing atmosphere of quick firing
to l270°C.
Sample # l5B
Good bloating in the reducing atmosphere of quick firing to l330°C.,
pore structure good, specific gravity less than one.
Slight bloating in t he oxidizing atmosphere of the firing behavior
at cones 5 and 7, sample melted at cone 9.
Sample

# 16A

Poor bloating in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing behavior

18

TABL"S I

(ContI d.)

at cone 11.
Poor bloating in too reducing atmosphere of quick firing to J275°C.,
sample was well vitrified at this temperature.
Sample # 16B
Poor bloating in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing behavior
at cones 7, 9 and ll, practically melted down at cone ll.
No bloating when quick fired to 1275°C. in a reducing atmosphere.
Sample

# 17

Slight bloating at cones 9 and 11 in the oxidizing atmosphere of
the firing behavior.
Ve~J

Sample was -well vitrified at cone 11.

slight bloat:ing when quick fired to l275°C. in a reducing

atmosphere.
Sample # 18
Very slight bloating at cones 7, 9 and 11 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing behavior.

Sample was well vitrified at cone 11.

No bloating when quick fired to l2700C. in a reducing atmosphere.
Sample

# 19

No bloating in either firing test.

Sample was well vitrified at

cone 11 and also \'lh en quick fired to l3 55°C.
Sample # 20A
No bloating in either firing test o

Sample melted completely at

cone 9.
Sample was quick fired to 1270°C. and melted completely without any
bloating.
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TABLE I (Cont'd.)
Sample 20B
Excellent bloating in both firing tests, oxidizing or reducing
atmosphere, excellent pore structure, specific gravity less than one,
best bloating temperature 12500 ! 20°C.
Sample # 20C
Excellent bloating in both firing 'tests, oxidizing or reducing
atmosphere, excellent pore structure, specific gravity less than one,
best bloating temperature 12500C.
Sample

#

!.

200C.
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No bloating in either firing test.

Sample was well vitrified at

cone 11 and when quick fired to 1250°C.
Sample # 22
No bloating in either firing test.

Sample 1-vas -v;ell vitrified at

cone 11 a.rrl also 'When quick fired to l300°C.
Sample

# 23

Excellent bloating in both firing tests, oxidizing or reducing
atmosphere, excellent pore structure, specific gravity less than one,
best bloat:ing temperat ure 1200°

:!: 50°C., this sample shov-red the longest

bloating r ange, t he bloating was excellent from cone 1 through cone 9.
Sample # 24
Fair bloating when quick fired in a reducing at mosphere to 1200°C.,
pore structure fair, specific gravity less than one.
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TABLE I (Cont'd.)
Slight bloating at cone 5 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing
behavior.
Sample

Sample n:elted dmm at cone 7.

# 25

Slight bloating at cones 9 and 11 in the oxidizing at:r:tosphere of
the firing behavior.

Sample \-tell vitrified at cone 11.

Very slight bloat:ing v.hen quick fired to 1225°C. in a reducing
atmosphere.
Sample # 26
Good bloating at cones

9 and 11 in the oxidizing atmosphere of

the firing behavior test, good pore structure, specific gravity less
than one.
Fair bloating wren quick fired to l2700C. in a reducing atmosphere,
good pore structure, specific gravity greater than one.
Sample # 27
Excellent bloating in both firing tests, oxidizing or reducjng
conditions, excellent pore structure, specific gravity less than one,
best bloating temperature l225 ! 25°C.
Sample # 28
Poor bloating at cones 9 and 11 in the oxidizing atmosphere of
the firing behavior test, pore structure fair, specific gravity
greater than one.

Sample very well vitrified at cone 11.

No bloating when quick fired to l2100C. :in a reduc:ing atmosphere.
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TABLE I (Cont'd.)
Sample # 29
Good bloat:ing whEn quick fired to 12100C. in a reducing atmosphere 1
fair pore structure, specific . gravity less than one.
Slight bloating at cones 5 and 7 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the
firing behavior test..

Sample was pretty well melted down at cone 9 with

large interconnected pores.
Sample # 30
Very slight bloating in both firing tests.

Sample was very well

vitrified at cone ll and when quick fired to l27 5° C.
Sample # 31
Very slight bloating at cone 11 in the oxidizing atmosphere of
the firing behavior test 1 sample was well vitrified at cone ll.
No bloating when quick fired to l245°C. in a reducing atmosphere.
Sample # 32
Slight bloating at cones 5 and 7 in the ax:idizing atmosphere of the
firing behavior test.
cone

Sample was almost completely melted down at

7.
Over bloated and n:elted down l'dlen quick fired to 12100C. in a re-

ducing atmosphere 1 the pores were large and intercormected.
Sample # 33
Fair bloating at cone 5 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing
behavior test 1 fair pore structure, specific gravity about 1, sample
melted

do~

at cone

7.
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TABLE I

(Cont t d.)

Fair bloating at ll90°C. when quick fired in a reducing atmosphere,

poor pore structure, specific gravity greater than one 0
Sample

# 34

Slight bloating at cones 7 and 9 in the oY..idizing atmosphere of
the firing behavior test, sample was well vitrified at cone 11.
No bloating when quick fired to 12500C. in a reducing atmosphere.
Sample # 35
No bloating in either .firing test.

Sample was well vitrified at

cone 11 and when quick fired to l355°C.
Sample # 36
Good bloating at cones 7 and 9 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the
firing behavior test, excellent pore structure, specific gravity less

than one, sample melted do"Wl1 at cone 11.
Good bloating l'lhen quick fired to l275°C. in a reducing atmosphere,
poor pore structure because of over-firing.

Sample # 37
Good bloating at cone 7 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing

behavi.or test, fair pore structure, specific gravity less than one,
sample melted at cone 9.
Slight bloating at 119{)0C. when quick fired in a reducing atmosphere, pore structure not well developed but uniform and well disseminated.
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TABLE I (Cont t d.)
Sample

# 38

Fair bloating at cone 7 in the oxidizing atmosphere of the firing

behavior test, poor pore structure, specific gravity greater than one,
almost mel ted down at cone 7 and completely melted at cone 9.

Over bloated and melted down when quick fired to 1245° C. in a
reducing atmosphere.
Sample

# 39

No bloating in either firing test.

Fairly well vitrified at cone

11 and vecy well vitrified when quick fired to l355°C.
Sample # 4D
Vezrj'" slight bloating in both firing tests.

Sample well vitrified

at cone l l and when quick fired to 1250°C.
Sample

# 41

No bloating in either firing test.

Sample "tell vitrified at cone

11 and when quick fired to 1250°C.
Sample

# 42

No bloating in either firing test.

S ample fairly well vitrified

at cone 11 and very well vitrified when quick fired to 13 5 5o.c •
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ANALYSIS

Complete chemical analyses were run, by the 1-1riter, on eight of
the good bloating samples.

The complete analysis consisted of deter-

nrlning Si0 2 , A1203, Fe;-!)3, Ti02, CaD, HgO , Nai>,
ignition.
samples.

K~,

and loss on

A short chemical analysis was run on six of the good bloating

The short analysis consisted of determining Si02,

Fe203, Ti02, and loss on ignition (L.o.r.).

Al~3,

The procedure follmved in

the chemical analysis "1-ras the one recormnended by the A .S .T J1. for fire
cl~s,

designation C 18-45.

The results are sho"'-m in Table II.

Riley(8) formed a triaxial diagram with Al 2o , Si0 2 , and fluxes
3
at the apexes of the diagram.

Using the chemical analyses of his bloat-

ing sample s and some 81 analyses reporteq by Conley, 1fil ilson and Klinefelter(?)he defined a "bloating area" "rithin the diagram.
o f tl1e

-: : . 1-.rses was d one on a 1 oss on J.gnJ.
• •t J.on
•
b asJ.s.
•

an~

The plotting

R1• 1 ey I s (B) con-

tent ion was that if' the analysis of a clay or shale fell within this
area it met one of t he requirements for bloating, i.e. the sample will
form sufficient glass of proper vis cosity at bloating temperatures.
Figure 1 is the triaxial with the
a dotted line.

11

bloating area" outlined on it, with

The writer has plotted his

an~ses

on this diagramo

Only three of these samples are definitely outside the "bloating area"
and these are very clo se considering that the area is onJ.y approximate

to begin with.

The writer considered this result as enough of a

substanliat ion of Riley's(S)

(8)

~pothesis

to use it in the work on

Riley, op. cit., p. 5.

(?)Conley, Wilson, Klinefelter, op. cit., p. 5
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additives.
The accuracy of the bloating area is surprising considering the vast
difference in the fluxing properties of the various oxides that are
bunched at one apex of the triaxial.

Rilay(S)was even successful in

bloating some igneous rocks whose analyses placed them in the "area. 11
Although no extensive work was done with pore oxides, to see if' the
"area11 applied, the writer did make one firing using alumina, silica
and hematite plus carbon 1-·d.th no success.
Conley, "',ti llson, and Klinefelter(?) reported the chemical analyses
of 81

cl~s

and shales,

39 were considered good bloaters. They could

find no definite correlation between chemical analysis and bloating.
The writer was not successful, either, in locating

~

his analyses.

(S)Ril ey, op.
(?)Conley,

•t ., p. 5 •

c~

~ililson,

Klinefelter, op. cit., p. 5o

consistency in

TABU II
Chemical Ana]ysis of Good Bloating Samples

Si0

2

60~4 ~

A1203 21.2

2. 1

Na2o

1.0

1.2

Ki)

2.2

10!

8.1

0. 9

1 .1

1.0

2.9

1.1

0.7

1.7

1.8

1 .1

7. 6

1. 0

MgO

o.s

5. 1

0.8

2.1

3. 6

21. 3

1.0

1.6

3.2

12 . 7

3. 5

2.7

0

14 .3

3.0

1.6

1 6

17 .4

2. 2

CaD

t

1 .7

17.8 t 18.8
3. 2

0.4

13 . 5

I

:J

2. 8

1.1

1 2o. o

52.7

19 . 4

o.7

112.1 I 10. 3

6o .o

21 .h

Ti02

53 .2

59 .4

J.2

0.7

59 .h

61.4

67 .7

1.9

74 .0

62.6

59 .1

1.1

55 . 9

29

55 . 5

Fe203

38

Z7

1.4

f

37

23

6

I

36

8A

4

I:

33

7

3A

2

t

f

1. 1

4. 9

3. 9

6.2

2. 6

1. 6

2. 1

2. 5

2.0

0. 4

o. 1

0. 5

0. 7

0.3

1.5

1.8

1. 5

0.8

4.5

3.5

3.3

1 2. 7

7.2

15.7

10. 8

8.3

6. 5

11. 5

7. 9

11. 6

98 . 7

97 . 8

98.8

95 .0

97 .3

100 .1

I

"·-·Total. I 98 . 1

I 100.4

15 .1

8.7

12o5

13.1

85 . 6

95 .7

96 . 2

97 . 2

-

~-----

99 .3

9.3
92 .0

-

(\)
-..{)
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DIFFEREN""TIAL THERNAL AIJAIXSIS
Differential. thermal curves 'rere run on eight of the natura.lly
bloating shales; these were samples

1, 2, 3A, 4, 7, 23, 27,

and

38.

The curves appear in Figure 2.
The differential thermal apparatus used continually records an
amplified magnitude of the
couple versus time.

e~

generated in the differential thermo-

The furnace i-ras raised at a uniform rate of l0°C.

per min. to 1000°C.
Although one of the objects of this work 1-ras not to find out what
caused bloatine, it

1.-'la.S

hoped that t h ese curves might give some in-

sight into this problem and thus simplify the problem of finding suc cessful additives.

The v-rork

on

additives will show t h at the interpretation

of these curves helped :in the selection of an additive that proved very
successful in all of the samples investigated.
Everhart and Van Der Beck(lO)ran differential thermal curves on
many structural clay bodies.

Along v-dth the curves they made weight

loss determination and chemical analyses of the g ases evolved
during firing.
reactions.

From tre·s e data t hey were able to identify t he thermaJ.

The princip4a:f reactions they identified '\V"e re the exot hermic

burning ot..'t of orgaJlic carbon above l00°C., the sha r p exothe rr.nic peak
occurring at about 500° G. c aused by the pri.m.ar.f ox idat ion of pyrite
and marcasite, and t he s l i ght end ot hermic pe ak occurring
and 850°C. caused by the decompos ition of calcium and
ates .

b et ~,reen

ma~1 e siu~

7 50°C.
carbon-

These reactions are t he first ones one vrould think of when

(lO) Everhart, J. 0., and Van Der Beck, R. R., Jr., " Differential
Thermal Ana~rses as a lv1eans of Predicting Firing Behavior of Structural
Clay 1-'Iaterials, n Am. Cera.tn. Soc. Bullo, 32 (7) , pp . 239-41, (1953).
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considering the bloating of shales.

Since the structural clay bodies

they used consisted of shales or shales rrechanically mixed with clays,
the interpretation of their differential thermal curves may be applied
directly to the curves cbtained in this work .
~vhen

one is looking for a reason for bloating, it -vrould naturally

be hoped that all the bloating is due to one cause.

Since all of the

curves, Figure 1, are of go<Xi bloating shales, they were examined for
some similarity.

The only similarity evident is the long smooth exo-

them.ic curve due to the oxidation of organic carbon.

The oxidation

of the iron sulfides are plainly evident on the curves for samples 1,

3A and 4 but are only slightly observed i f at all on the other curves.
It will be remembered from the section on firing that 1 and

4

bloated

only in the reducing atmosphere of quick firing "Vthile sample 3A bloated
during both firing tests.
The endothermic peaks due to the decomposition of the carbonates only appear in curves 3A and 4 and these peaks are probably emphasized by the endothermic reaction due to the evolution of the water
of cr,rstallization.
The significance of these curves was considered to be the continued oxidation of organic carbon even at 1000° G., and also that there
\vas no eviclence that this oxidation was anywhere near completed at this
temperature.

In fact, the curves indicate that the maxinrum oxidation

has not yet been reached at 1000°C. in most c ases .

This evidence

coupled with the fact that the best blca ting occurred from ll00°C. to
l300°C. leads the 1·.Titer to attribute bloating to the oxidation of or-

ganic carbon.

It must be remerrbered, however, th at bloating cannot take

place unless glass of the right fluidity is _forme d before all the carbon
is burned out.

Fortunately, glass forna tion and its fluidity can
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be adjusted by additives and the rate of carbon oxidation can be
partially controlled by keeping a reducing atmosphere in the fumace.
A reducing atmosphere would tend to greatly deter the oxidation of
carbon unless there was also a compoun:i in the sample that was unstable a.t high temperatures and in the process of chang:L"1g forms liberated oxygen that could combine with the carbon.
put to use in the 1vork on additives.

This reasoning was

The work on additives substantiates,

1n the writer's opinion, the indications, shown

b~r

the differential

thermal curves, that the cause of b loat:inc in these shales is the
oxidation of organic carbon.
Some researchers into the problem of the bloating of shales have
maintained that the o:ddation of carbon cannot cause bloating because many high carbon shales do not bloat, while some lm'T c a rbon
shales do.

But this argument is not a good one tmless the amount

and fluidity of the glass formed at bloating

tem~

ratures is considered.

There is also another consideration that must be taken into acc01.mt and
that is the furnace atmosphere.

In the '"'ork on additives, it will be

shown that the furnace atmosphere is of :r:rime importance, since in at
least 6 cases, all those tried, very little bloating occurred in an
oxidizing atmosphere 1-hile an excellent bloat resulted from firing in
a reducing atmosphereo

Also, if one c alculates the theoretical amount

of carbon necessary to bloat a sample 100%, the pe rcent age is remarkably
small.

The dry volume of the samples wa s approximately one cubic inch

or about 16 cc.
22.4 liters.

Under standard conditions one mole of gas 'Will occupy

Therefore, at standard corrlitions 16/22400 or 0.000714 of

one mole of gas will expand a 16cc. sample 10~.

Of course, the

fraction of a mole vrould even be less at bloatinc temperatures if the
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pressure inside a sample could be neglected, but since the calculation
is just an illustration, standard conditions will be assumed.

To con-

tinue; 0.000714 times the molecular weight of carbon gives about
grs. of carbono

o.oo86

The dry weight of the samples averaged about 25grs.,

therefore, 0.034% of carbon would bloat a 25 grs. sample 100%.

Bloat-

ing a sample 100% would make the bulk density 0.834 grsjcc o which is
less than water and, therefore, would
suitable expansion.

satis~J

the criterion used for
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AIDfiXES

The first admixes tried were

ca.so 4

and CaC03 because these would

be the most convenient i f they proved successful 0
centages of

co 2

and

so 3

it would take to bloat a sample 100% 11'ere cal-

culated and added to samples lOA and 41.

CaS04

~d

about 7.2%

The theoretical per-

Caco 3 •

These amounts were 9. 7%

The samples were fired in both oxidizing

and reducing atmospheres in a gas fired furnace.

The atmosphere was

controlled by the air-gas mixture, excess air gave an oxidizing atmosphere and excess gas gave a reducing atmosphere.
rate of heat:lng Has approximatezy 600C 0

/hr.

In all cases, the

The results were just

about what would be expected by anyone familiar vdth the fluxing prop.erties of most calcium compounds.

The samples melted down completelY

and rapidzy at about ll00°C., no bloating was apparent.
and 41 were chosen, more or less

arbitrari~,

Samples lOA

for these first tests.

Sample lOA was chosen because it showed some inclination to bloat with
no admixes and 41 was chosen because it

sh~tted

no bloating at all in

either of the prev:i..ous firing tests •
There has been a good. deal of work on admixes to produce bloatingo
The most eA.-tensi ve, as already mentioned, was by Conley, \iils on, and
Klinefelter(?).

The only method of choosing additives has been to

make an intelligent guess and see '!,·mat ha ppened.

In all c a ses, the

guess was an effort to add a gas proclucing agent.
The writer noted that of the 55 samples fired, only 10 showed no
bloating at all in either firing test, this
(?)Conley,

~Tilson,

sug~ested

Klinefelter, op.cit., p. 5.

that the gas
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producing agents were present in most cases.

If this was indeed the

case, then the logical approach to admixtures was selecting ones that
properzy adjusted the amotmt and viscosity of the glass formed at
bloating temperatures.

In this light the triaxial and "bloating area"

defined by Riley(S)could perhaps be used.

With this in mind the

writer ran seven short chemical analyses on samples that shOW' slight
blo~ting.

The samples were chosen from different parts of the state

and were lOA, 11, 12, 16B, 17, 25, and 34.
analyses.

Table 3 gives their

After recalculating these analyses to a L. 0 0 I. basis,

they were plotted on the Al 2o -sio 2-Flux composition diagram.
3

Figure

5 sho\'15 this triaxial with the seven points plottedo

The "bloating

area" is also out lined by a dotted line in Figure 5.

As can be seen,

most of these slight bloating samples fell '"'ithin the bloating area,
therefore they supposedly

mat the second requirement for good bloating

samples, i.e., enough glass of the proper viscosity is formed at bloating temperatures.

Therefore, either the writer's assumption , that the

gas producing agents are present, was wrong, or else the "bloating
areatt hypothesis is not entirely correct.

It was decided that the

"bloating area" contention was weak because of the nature of the t riaxial in l-lhich it was plotted.

In this tJ;"iaxial all fluxes are bunched

at one apex regardless of their fluxing properties.

Therefore, iron

compounds 'Which are in general poor fluxe s are given the same imp<rtance
as calcium compounds which are very active fluxes.
the -...n-iter decided to add a

11

With this in mind,

weak 11 flux so that appreciable amounts

could be added, thus assuring a good density of glass formed at bloating
(S)R.l
~ ey, op.

•t • p. 5

c~
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TABLE III
lOA
Si0 2

A1;PJ
Fe 2o

3

Ti 0 2
1 .o.r.
Total

i

llj
I

12

61.4

61.8

16.5
'

17.6 I 20.4

i
i

64.5

I 1.9

3.8

1.1

0.9

12.4

7.1

7.4

96.3

95.5

97.0

I

I
t

I

I

16B

i

•

17

I

25

-~-74.6

i

54.7

59.5

71.3

20.1

16.1

ll.7

8.5

3.2

6.8

5.4

2.8

o. s

1.9

1.0

1.0

j

7.9

4.1

I!
i

It

I

I 5. 4
39~.~ I' 94.8
10.5

l

I

12.3

I

10.9
o/1.8
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temperatures.

Also, the flux added must not form a ver.y fluid glass.

These a:> nditions eliminated calcit.ml compounds since not only are they very
active fluxes but calcium glasses are very fluid.
upon Fe 2o •
3

The writer decided

The reasons for choosing Fe 2o were threefold:
3

1.

it

met the above conditions arbitrarily imposed on the additive by the

o is reduced to FeO liberating oxygen at about 1000°C.
2 3
according to Hostetter and Roberts (ll) and, therefore, "Vrould make avail-

writer; 2.

Fe

able the oxidizing conditions irs ide the sample necessary for the oxidation of organic carbon; and, 3.
Referring to Figure

it is

readi~

available as hematite.

5, it was possible to add percentages of ferric

oxide so as to keep six of the seven samples 1dthin the bloating area.
These six 1-;ere lOA, 11, 12, 16B, 17, and 25.
Fe 2o was added to lOA, 12, 16B and 17.

Table 4 gives the per-

3

centages added and the new posit ion of the mixtures in the triaxial as
percentages of Sio 2 , A1203, and Flux:; it also contains all additive
firing results.

The samples plus the Fe 2o were placed in ball mills
3

and mixed in this wey for about an hour.

They 1--rere then mi.x:ed with

water and made into one inch cubes for firing.
the,r were fired

rapi~

in a gas fired furnace.

oxidizing by adjusting the air-gas mixture.
were very significant.

After dr,ying at l10°C.
The atmosphere was kept

The results of this firing

In all cases the samples did not bloat but when

broken open showed that a bloated structure had formed in the center.
This meant that the furnace atnosphere had prevented bloating to the
depth that it was effective.

The pieces vrere then fired in a reducing

atmosphere in the sw.e furnace.

Each of these four samples bloated

(ll)Hostetter, J. C., and Roberts, H. S., "Notes on the Dissociation
in Glass and Its Relation to the Color of Iron-Bearing Glasses," J. Am.
Ceram. Soc., 4 (11) 927-38 (1921).
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excellentl;r.

They had excellent pore structure arrl :floated on water o

The result of adding Fe 2o and producing an excellent bloat only in
3
a reducing atmosphere coupled with the indications, :from the study of
the differential thermal curves, of the good bloating samples, that the
oxidation of organic carbon was the bloating agent leads the writer to
believe the cause of bloating in these samples is solved.

In a reducing

atmosphere, organic carbon would not be burned out, therefore, at a high
temperature when Fe 2o is reduced to FeO liberatinG <>Jcy"gen, the carbon
3
is still there to be oxidized forming CO and
To test this

co 2

which bloats the sample.

hypothesis Fe 2o was added to samples 6 and 8A, which were
3

good bloating sampl0s during the quick firing test with no additives.
Eleven per cent Fe 203 was added to sample 6 and 5. 9% vm.s added to sample

BA.

Eleven per cent Fe 2o placed sample 6 within the "bloating area"
3

since it was not before, and 5. 9% Fe203 kept 8A within the area.

Samples

6 and 8A were then quick fired in an oxidizing atmosphere and neither
sample bloated but formed snall bloated cores as did the slight bloating
samples.

ltlhen fired in a reducing atmosphere, however, both bloated

excellently, in fact, much better than they had vd.th no additi veo

Plate

4 contains actual size pictures of sample 6, bloated with no additive and
~1en

bloated containing

11%

Fe 2o3.

To further test this hypothesis, two bod.ie s vrore made up using nonbloating, naturally occurring minerals.

Figure 5 shm·TS the theoretical

position of Nepheline Sy enite, 2(N a 2o, K2o) x 4Al203 x 9Si02, in the
triaxial.

To Nepheline Syenite enough silica ".·tas added to place the

mixture in the "bloating area" and to this mixture Fe 2o3 and lamp black
were added.

Table 4 gives the percent ages and the mixture's position

in the triaxial.

The other boqy contained just potassium feldspar, Fe 2o ,
3
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and lamp black since feldspar falls within the "bloating area".

4

Table

gives the percentages of each.
Each of these mixtures were ground and mixed

to 3 hours.

m

ball mills for 2

After forming them into one inch cubes and drying, they

were fired rapidly in a reducing atmosphere, both bloated.
sample bloated enough to be considered good.

The feldspar

Plate 6 contains actual

size photographs of both these bloated samples.
The remaining slight bloating samples to vmich on]y Fe 2o was added,
3

11 and 25, were fired in a reducing atmosphere.
The results are included in Table 4.
esting .

They both bloated well.

Sample 11 "ttras particularly inte r-

Since it fell in the middle of t he bloating area, see Figure 5,

at first 2% Fe2o

3 vras added and the resulting bloating 'vas poor.

adding 5% Fe 2o , houever, an excellent bloat resulted.

3

Upon

If the theo-

retical percentage of Fe 2o needed to bloat a sample 100% is calculated
3
assuming the Fe 2o is reduced to FeO the percent e.ge is
3
to Table 3, sample 11 has a calculated Fe
this is added to the

11.4%.

Referring

o r;ercentage of 7. 9, Hhen

2 3

5% Fe2P 3 which produced the ex cellent bloat the

total p3rcentage is ll.9 v.Ihich is only 0.5% higher than the theoretical
percent age.
Sample 34 could not be b rought into the b loating a rea by the addition
of flux alone.

Ne pheline Syenite whose theoretical analysis is

Sio 2 , 32.4% Al:z03 , and

3

Fe~ •

24 . 8% Flux, 1vas added to sample 34 alone -vrith

Table 4 gives the percentages used 0

the bloating area.

This m:i:x'ture fell within

Upon firing this mixture to ll35°C. only poor

bloating resulted but the sample looked as i f it
tem:t:erature.

42 .8%

This Has not tried, however.

'~uld

bl oat at a higher
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Hematite was also added to samples

33 and 36.

These samples bloated

\dth no admix during both the original firing tests, oxidizing as well
as reducing atmospheres.

Therefore, it was of interest to see whether

Fe 2o when added would 4f,'fect the bloating.

3

Table 4 cont ains the

:r=er-

centages of Fe 2o added and the mixture's new position on the triaxial.
3
Both samples bloated much better than they did with nothing added and
at a lower temperature.
Plates 4 and 5 are actual size photog raphs of some of the bloated
samples before and after adding the Hematite o
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TABLE IV
Sample # 6 + ll;~ Fe20J
Makes the fired analysis 65% Si0 2 , 17% Al~3, 1.856 Flux.
Excellent bloating Hhen fired in a reducing atmosphere to ll35°C.
in 2 .hours.

This sample bloated well upon quick f iring with no addi-

tive, see Table I.
Sample # 8A + 5. 9% Fe 2o3
Hakes the fired analysis 65 ~~ Si02, 1 8% Al 2o Cllld 1 T;; FltL"<: .
3
Excellent bloating when fired in a reducing atmosphere to ll75°C.
in 3 hours.

This sample bloated well upon quick f iring vri.th no add.i-

tive, see Table I.
Sample # lOA + 5.9% Fe 2o

3

Hakes the fired analysis 6576 Si0 2 , 18% A1 203, e..nd 17% Flux.
Excellent bloating when fired in a reducing atmosphere to ll75°C.
in 3 hours.
Srunple # 11 + 5% Fe 203
Hakes the fired anazysis 58.7% Si0 2 , 16.7% Al 2o3 , and 24.6% Flux.
Excellent bloating when fired in a reducing atmosphere to ll20°C.

in 3 hours.
Sample

# 12 + 11.4% Fe203

Hakes the fired anal{;-sis 61;; Si02 , 19.55& Al 2o

3 and 19.5% Flux .

· Excellent bloating 1--rhen fired in a reducing a.tmosphere to ll35°C.
in 2 hours.
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TABLE IV (Cont1d.)
Sample

# 168

+ 4.1% Fe 2o3

Hakes the fired analysis 59% Si02, 20.5% A1;t)3, and 20.5% Flux.
Excellent bloating 1-rhen fired in a reducing atmosphere to lll5°C.
in 2 hours.

Sample

# 17

+ 7.8% Fe

2o3

Hakes the fired analysis 65 ~~ Si02, 18% Al 2o3 and 17% Flm:.
Excellent bloating when fired in a reducing atmosphere to lll5°C.
in 2 hours.

Sample # 25 + 6.~~ Fe 2o
3
lvlakes t he fired analysis 70% Si0 2 , ll.5~; Al 2o and 18.5% Flux.
3

Good bloating when fired in a reducing atmosphere to ll30°C.
in 3 ~ hours, specific gravity about 1.

Sample # 34 + 31.4% Nepheline Syenite + 5.7% Fe2P

3

Hakes the fired analysis 60.9% Si02 , 16.0% Al;2J3 , and 23.1% Flux.
Poor bloating \·men fired in a reducin g atmosphere to ll35°C. in

3 hours.

S hould be fired to a higrer temperature but vro.s not in this

work.
Sample #

33

+

3.4% Fe 203

Hakes the fired analysis 63% Si.0 2, 14~6 Ali-) 3 and 23% Flux .
Excellent bloating when f ired in a redu cing a t mos phere to ll30° C.
ir. 3 ~ hours.

This sample bloated with nothing add ed, see Table I.

TABLE IV (Cont'd.)
Sample # 36 + 6. 7% Fe:z()3
Hakes the fired analysis 75% Si02 , 10.5/b 1U203, and 14.5% Flux.
Good bloating when fired in a

3 hours.

reducini~

atmosphere to ll75°C. in

This sample bloated with nothing added, see Table I.

49.8%

Nepheline Syenite
Si0 2

7.1%

Fe;z0 3

45~

Lamp black

added

Makes the flred analysis 65% Si02 , 16.5% Al~3 , and 18.5% Flux.
Fair bloating \vhen fired in a reducing atmosphere to 1135°C. in

3 hours} would not float but was exceptionally hard.
96.7%

Feldspar
Fe~

3

Lamp black

3.5%
3% added

Hakes the fired analysis 62 .5% Si0 2 , 17.5% Al 2o , and 20~b Flu.:.: .

3

Good bloating \.·men fired in a reducing atnosphere to lll5°C. in

3 hours ,

~ pe cific

1vell separated.

gr avity l ess than 1, pore str. . uct ure very uniform and
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PLATE 4

6

10A

11

50

PLATE 5

12

168

17
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PLATE 6

93.6o/o Potassium feldspar
3.4o/o Fe 20 3
3.0o/o Lamp black

41.5o/o Si0 2
47.9o/o Nepheline syenite
6.8o/o Fe 20 3
3.8o/o Lamp black
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ROTARY BATCH TYPE KILN

During the swmner of 1953, the writer designed and built with the
help of W. T. Harper a batch type rotary kiln.

This kiln is to be used

in further work on this project.
The kiln is 54 inches long with an outside diameter. of 36 inches.
The firL""lg chamber is 36 inches long and l8 inches in diameter.
It is friction driven by 4 rollers 6 11 long and 6 11 in diameter.
Power is supplied by a 1/3 hp. ratio motor.

The drive is transmitted

from the ratio motor by chains and sprocket s through a jack shaft.
The kiln can be made to rot at e at different speeds by changing the
sprocket on the jack shaft.
The kiln is fired by an air-gas premixer burner and can easily
reach 1200°C. in

4 hours.

The kiln can be charged with approximately 100 pounds of raw clay •
Unfortunately, ho-vvever , time did not :r;ermit the firing of any of the
samples.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SU1-1MA..li.Y
There are many excellent bloating shales occurring naturally in
Missouri.. Of the 55 samples tested, eleven bloated

sufficient~

to be

used to produce lightweight aggregate practically regardless of firing
time and regardless of the kiln atmosphere.
lOB, 20B and C, 23, 27,
locations.

33,

These samples were 3A, 7,

36, 37 and 38A, see Appendix A for their

For the best bloating all of these samples should be fired

above l200°C.
The remaining eleven of the naturally occurri..ng good bloating samples
nru.st be fired in a reducing atoosphere to produce a suitable blcn t.

These

samples were 1, which is novr being used comnercially in the production
of

11

Haydite, 11 2, JB, 4, 5, 6, 8A, 15B, 24, 26 and 29, see Ap:t:endix A for

their locations.

For the best bloating all but sample 2 should be fired

above l200°C. for best results.

Sample 2 bloats best at about 1150°C.

and is the onJ..y one of the 22 good bloating samples that should be fired
below l200°C.

Table I gives specific firing temperatures and conditions

for each of these samples.
The differential thermal analyses of some of these naturally g ood
bloating samples indicates that the oxidation of organic carbon is the
prime reason for bloating.
The addition of Hematite, :in amount s over

5~;; ,

produced good bloating

in all of the poor bloating samples to which it uas added, provided the
Al;z0 3 - Si0 2 - Flux percentages in the mixture pl aced it in or near the
'bloating area" define d by Riley(S), see Figure 1 or 5.
(S)R.l
~ ey, op.

•t •t p. 5 •

c~

The addition of
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Hematite also improved the bloat:ing of samples that bloated sufficiently
without an additive.

The firing of a sample in which Hematite has bea1

added must take place in a reducing atmosph8!"e .

The temperatures to which

these mixtures must be fired is about l00°C. lm,rer than
bloating samples, or in the 1100° to 1200° C. range .

~.:,he

naturally

Poor b loat:ing samples

lOA, ll, 12, 16B, 17 and 25, produced excellent bloats when hematite was
added.

Table 4 gives the percentages used and specific firing data.

Synthetic bloating bodies 1:1ere made up using Nepheline syenite,
silica, hematite and lamp black a nd potassiQm feldspar, hematite and
lamp black.

The percentages used and the firing dat a appear s in Table 4.

This work indicates that bloating is caused in these samples by
reduction of Fe 2 o3 to FeC releasing oxygen that combines with organic
carbon forming CO and C02 \-Thich is t he bloating g as .
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APPENDIX A

Sample

#1

Section in

cl~

pit at Carter....1;-laters Corporation, H<zy"dite plant;

NWi: SEk NW~ sec. 14, T. 54 N., R. 35 W., Platte County, six-tenths
mile south of New Market on east side of U. S. Highwey 71.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Missourian Series
Peedee group

Iatan formation
2.

Limestone , blue-gray - - - - - - -

8

Weston formation
(Spl.

# 1)

1.

Shale, medium gray, weathers to
light grq, hard where fresh;

contains scattered fragments of
clam shells , forms steep slope - Note:

Description according to Greene and Howe.

30
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Sample # 2
Section in cley- pit at United Brick and Tile Compa.ey plant •

SEt

sec. 5, T. 44 N., R. 31

w.,

Cass County, about one mile southwest

from Harrisonville.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Missourian Series
Pleasanton group
Exline limestone

6. Limestone, and calcareous shale;
limestone earthy, slabby; bed
contains Euphenrites, TrepoSPira,
Cruritlvris, 1-ia.rginifera splendens - 0
Unnamed coal

5. Coal, streak - - - - - - - - - - - Unnamed clay

4. Clay (underclq) - - - - - - - - - - 1-3
Hepler sandstone

3. Sandstone, impure and calcareous,
and impure nodular limestone;
limestone is marine ani forms
ledge; limestone locally conglomeratic, containing fragments of
coal and silicified wood - - - - - - D-3
2.

Sandstone, shaly - - - - - - - - - - 5-6

4-10
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Desmoinesian Series
Marmaton group
Holderville formation
(Spl.

# 2)

1.

Shale, sandy and silty; sand

occurs as varve-like stringers in
upper part; entire unit used in
.
+
manufacture of building brick - - - - 3 5Note:

Descri~ion

of section according to Howe, W. B.
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Sample # 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E
Section in pit of Crowe Coal Com~, center of North l:ine
sec. 12, T. 42 N., R. 27

w.,

NWf+

Heney County, about six miles northwest

of Clinton.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System
Loess
(Spl.

# 3E)

12.

Clq, sandy in basal 4 feet;

mottled brown and grq - - - - - -

14!

Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group
Unnamed shale
(Spl.

# 3D) 11. Shale, drab or buff 11 soapstone, 11
contains

cl~-ironstone

and

secondar,y joint deposits of
lime

-------------- -

8!

Unnamed beds

10.

9. Coal

s.

0

0-10

- - -----------0

4-10

Limestone - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Shale and underclay, limey
at base; 2~-3 feet true undercl~

(Spl. # 3C)

s.

- - - - - - - - -

Shale, light grey-

11 soapstone, 11

subconcoidal fracture; weathered

- - 4'!:.
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contains clay-ironstone concretions, also secondar.y gypsum - (Spl.

# 3B)

3

6. Shale, "slate," dark, phosphatic
and clay-ironstone concretions
and streaks, possibly li.mey,
ma.r:ine fossils at base; pyrite
masses in lower part

5. Coal, blocky, bright
(Spl. #

3A)

4.

Shale,

11 sla. te, n

--- ..
----

3-4
0

0-1!

black, slick en-

sided in upper part, no concretions

- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

1-3

3. Limestone, hard, grczy- (Tebo cap

2.

rock)

------ - - -----

Shale,

11 slate,"

1

2

black, limey,

somewhat fissile, with phosphatic
concretions

1. Coal, (Tebo)
Note:

----- -- ------ ------

Description according to Searight and Howe.

4
2

6
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Sample # 4
Section in pit of Johnson Coal Company, NW~ sec. 7, T. 4f)N 0

2& •, Henry County, about four miles west

,

R.

and north from Deepwater.

Thiclaless
Inches

Feet
Pleistocene System (?)

3•

Cla_v - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6!

Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group

Utmamed shaJ.e
(Spl. # 4)

2.

Shale, dark grccy-; thin clczy--ironstone bands and nodules scattered
throughout; upper 10 feet sandy - - 22!

1.

Coal (Jordan) - - - - - - - - - - -

0

30 (Av.)
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Sample

# 5

Section in pit of Mackie-Clemens Coal Company, on \-rest line and

2500 feet north of south line of sec. 19, T. 33 N., R. 33

w.,

Barton

County, Missouri, about three mil.es north of Hulberry, Kansas.
Thickness
Inches

Feet
Pleistocene System (?)

7 • Clay, yellO\-T - - - - - - - - - -

3-4 (Av •)

Pennsylvanian System

Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group
Unnamed shale

6. Shale, light gray to black

waxy -

5. Coal (Pilot Coal - - - - - - - -

4. Clay,

undercl~,

to gray-green

(Spl. # 5)

3.

3!
0

8

bloclcy', gra:y

---------

3-4

Shale (?) very dense, greenishgrey-

------- -------

1-3

2.

Shale, :roodium gray, silty - - - -

11!

1.

Coal 0veir-Pittsburg) - - - - - -

2

6
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Sample # 6
Section in bluff face on west side of Little North Fork Creek, SW
corner sec. 12, T. 30 N., R. 33 trf., Barton County, about thirteen miles
w""est of Jasper.

(Section taken in part from Searight).
Thickness
Feet
Inches

7. Soil cover contairiing fragmental sandstone, cobble to
boulder size - - - - - - - - - -

6~

Penns.ylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group

6. Coal. (smut)

- - - - - - - - - -

0

3

5. Shale, black to dark grczy-, with
siderite bands, poor]J' exposed -

16

4. Limestone, dark, many fragmented
fossils; hard, grf13' dense masses
in upper pa.rt, to 2 feet in di-

ameter with cone-in-cone

3. Coal (Rowe) hard, blocky - - - 2.

Clew-, undercley, light

gr~,

1

6

0

10

buff

mutt led, hard silty , some stig(Spl. # 6)

maria - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - 1.

3

Shale, lOiNer 4 feet black, hard,
medium to dark gray above - - - -

15
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Sample # 7

Section in bluff on east side of Mikes Creek, SVl* SEk ~ sec. 12,

T. 22 N. 1 R. 30 V.I . 1 licDonal.d County, about four miles northeast from
Powell, top of grade north from Sugarcamp Hollow.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Mississippian System
Kinderhookian Series
st • Joe group

Compton formation

2.

Limestone 1 gr8'3', crinoidal,
forms high vertical bluff - - -

20±

Chattanooga formation
(Spl.

# 7)

1.

Shale , light gr;zy a. t top,
grading downward through
greenish gra:y to black; hard,

bloc~

- - - - - - - - - - - -

6
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#

Sample

8A, 8B, 8C

Section in clay pit of Hydraulic Pressed Brick Company, center of

NEt; SE.f; sec. 10, T. 45 N., R. 5 E., St. Louis County, about one and
three-quarter miles west of

u. s.

Highw<zy" 66, on south side of Ladue

Road.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System
(Spl. # 8C)

5. Loess, tan color - - - - - - - - -

20 (Est.)

Permsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group

4. Sandstone • tan
(,Spl.

#

8B)

- - - - - - - - -

1

3. Clay, upper 1 foot, grcv, lower 4

5

feet reddish-purple to maroon - - Squirrel sandstone
2.

Sandstone, tan

- - - - - - - - - 3-5

Lagonda shale
(Spl.

#

SA)

1.

Shale, maroon in upper part, gr<zy"
in 1ower.most 2-3 feet

- - - - - -

30!

6 (Est.)
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Sample # 9A, 9B,

ex;

Section in clay pit at Alton Brick Company plant, center
sec. 26, T.

46 N. , R. 5 E., St.

NEk

NE*

Louis Coi.Ulty, one-quarter mile north-

west from U. S. Highwey- 66, on Dorsett Road.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System
(Spl.

# 9C)

s.

Loess, tan color - - - - - - - - -

30 (Est.)

Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Marma.ton group

7. Limestone, grq - - - - - -

2 (Est.)

6. Coal, smut - - - - - - - - -

0

5. Clay,

gr~, bloclcy' 1 hard - - - - -

4. Limestone,

greenish-gray, hard

-

6
J.

Cherokee group
(Sp1. 9B)

3. Clay, reddish-purple to maroon

4

Squirrel sandstone

2.

Sandstone 1 tan - - - - - - - - - -

1

Lagonda shale
(Sp1. # 9A)

1.

Shale, maroon, somewhat silty;
gr~

in lowermost 4 feet - - - - -

34

1
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Sample # lOA, lOB

Section in clay pit at Missouri Portland Cement Company plant,
center west line SWj; S~ sec. 10, T. 46 N ., R. 7 E., St. Louis County,
about three miles south of Chain of Rocks Bridge and on the west side
of U. S. Highway 66 (City Route) •

Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene Systam
(Spl. # lOB)

5.

Loess, tan - - - - - - - - - - -

20-30

(Sample lOB collected from 20')
Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series

4. Sandstone (?)

- - - - - - - - -

2 (Est.)

Cherokee formation

3.

c~, up~r

3-4 feet gray, lower,

maroon - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12-15

Squirrel sandstone
2.

Sandstone, tan - - - - - - - - -

2 {Est.)

Lagonda shale
(Spl. # lOA)

1.

Shale, maroon, somewhat silty

-
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Sample

# 11

Section in clq pit at Midland Brick and Tile Company plant,

SEk

NWk

sec. lS, T. 57 N., R. 24 W., Livingston County, about one-quarter

mile northwest of Utica, and five miles west of Chillicothe, J.1issouri.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Pennsylva.nia.n System
Missourian

Series

Pleasanton group
Knobtown sandstone

3. Sandstone, tan color, weathered - 15-20 (Est.)
Unnamed shale
(Spl.

# 11)

2. Shal.e, gray, somewhat silty
in upper part, topmost 6-10

feet high:cy saney; two clayiron stone bands in the bottom
2 feet of section, 2 feet apart,
upper band 2 inches thick - - - -

6o

Exline limestone
1.

Li.Ioostone, impure, wav;r bedding; massive; forms f l oor of
quarry; distinctive polygonal

jo:inting; abundant horn corals,
crinoid fragments, etc.

- - - -

0

8-10

Sample

# 12

Section in clay pit at Columbia Brick and Tile Company plant,
center of E~ NE~ SW~ sec. 8, T. 48 N., R. 12 1-1 ., Boone County, one mile
east of Coltnnbia city limits (U.

s.

Highwq 63).
Thickness
Feet
Inches

Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Marmaton group
Fort Scott formation

9. Soil cover and
Houx limestone

8.

green-gr~ cl~- -

5!

~mber

Limestone, light gr1q,
abundant crinoid stems

- - - - -

2~

·Unnamed cl.q

7.

Cl<V, light olive-green, at top
grades down to black•.;a.xy above
smut

- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -

6. Smut

- - - - - - - - - -- - - -

1

9

6

Unnamed clay

5.

Clay, light olive-green, grades

dcnm to green-brown - - - - -

6

Unnamed limestone

4. Limestone, nodular - - - - - - Cherokee group
Squirrel sandstone

1

9

3 • Shazy sand stone, light grey,
fine grained, weathers with wide

yellow- brown streaks; finely
micaceous, grades dm-m into 20
inch bed highly sandy shales
that weathers rusty-brown - - - -

9::

Lagonda shale
2.

Shale, light gra:y, highly silty
in upper, 10 feet, lowermost

2-3 feet dark grtzy to grey-

bh~-------------1.

Bevier coal {not measured)

~!
1 (Est.)

70

Sample

# l3

Section in bank on prop9rty of R.

4, T. 50 N. R. 33

w.,

c.

Renner, center NW~ swf; sec.

Platte County, north side of Missouri Highway

45, at west apex of triangular intersection of U. S. Highwcvs 69, 71,
169, and lussouri Highway 45, and two-tenths mile east of entrance to
Fairfax bridge.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Missourian Series

Kansas City group
Cherryvale formation

3. Undifferentiated altemating
layers of limestone beds 1 foot
thick and tan silty shale beds

3-7 feet thick (possibly slump
material) - - - - - - - - -

12

Westerville limestone uember
2.

Limestone, light gray - - - - - -

3-5

Wea shale member
(Spl.

# 13)

1.

Shale, blackish gray where fresh-

15

71

Sample

# 14

Section in stone quarry of Midwest PreCote Company, center of
North line

SEk

sec. 25, T. 51 N., R. 34

w.,

PJ.atte County, \'Test side

of gravel road about one and one-half miles north of intersection with
Missouri Hi.ghwC\1 45 at U. S. Air Force Bulk Storage Plant.
Thickness
Inches

Feet
Pennsylvanian System

Missourian Series
Stanton formation
Eudora shale mmber

4. Shale,

poor~

exposed mostly

soil covered - - - - - - - - - -

5-10 (Est.)

3. Captain Creek limestone,
light gray member

- - - - - - -

3 (Est.)

Vilas shale formation

{Spl.

# 14)

2.

Shale, light gra:Jf, somawhat
weathered

- - -- - - - - - - -

3

Plattsburg formation

1. Spring Hill limestone xrember,
light

gr~,

jointed, vdth orange-

brown residual material in
joints and horizontal. partings -

5

72

Sample

# 15A, 158

Section in high bank on east side of Main Street cut, about 0.3
mile south of Union Depot, Kansas City; center of East line

SEk

SW~

sec. 8, T. 49 N., R. 33 W., Jackson County.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Missourian Series
Kansas City Group
Zarah subgroup

Wyandotte formation

Argentine ltmestone member

9. Limestone, gr~ - - - - - - - -

6-8

Quindaro shale member

8.

Shale, black -

- - - - - - - -

1.!

Frisbie limestone member

7. Limestone, greJ3 - - - - - - - -

l.!

Lane Formation

(Spl. # 15A)

6. Shale, blackish-gray, 1-reathers
light gr3"3', c ontains scattared

small clay-ironstone concretions;
three light grey concretionary

limestone layers 1 to 2 inches
thick are found at 5, 13, and 17
feet from bottom of section - lola formation
Raytown limestone IIBmber

27±

73

5. Limestone, grq 6- - .- - - -

7

Mtmcie Creek shale menber

4. Shale, black, th:in, platy,
h~d--------------

~

Paola limestone member

3. Limestone, gra:y - - - - - - - -

1!

Chanute formation
(Spl.

# 15B) 2.

Shale, blackish gra;y at top,

grading downward to greenish
grfq at bottom; clay-ironstone concretions scattered
throughout section; three
concretionary, light grcq
Jjmestone

l~ers

in louermo st

5 feet; the bcttom leyer
averages 3 inches in thickness
and is about 2 feet above base of
section; the m:iddle layer
averages 2~ inches in thickness

and is about 1~ feet above
bottom

~er;

the topmost layer

averages 2 inches in thickness
and is about 1~ feet above

middle layer
Linn subgroup

Drum formation

- - - - - - - -

21:!:

74

Cement Cit y limestone member

1.

Limestone, gray (exposed)

s!

75

Sample # 16A, 16B

Section in road cut, center of SEk SEI;:

SEk

sec. 22, T. 53 N.,

R. 33 W., east side of U. S. Highway 169 at soutmrest edge of Smithville 1 Clay County.

Section is composite of two sample locations

about 100 feet apart, one a crest of hill and other on north facing

slope of sazoo hill.
Thiclmess

Feet
Pennsyl~Gnian

System

Missourian Series
Lansing group

Plattsburg formation

5.. Lime stone 1 light-brownish-

grcv (exposed) - - - - - - -

3-4

Kansas City group
Zarah sub group

Bonner Springs shale formation
(Spl. # 16B)

4.

Shale, upp9r 20 feet somewhat
weathered, dark brown color;
color grades downward to dark
gray in lower 30 feet; a few thin
c~-ironstone

layers in

upper 20 feet

- - - - - - - -

53

Wyandotte formation
Farley limestone member

3. Limestone 1 light-brownishgr8:3', fossiliferous - - - -

6 (Avo)

Inches

76

(Spl.

# 16A)

2.

Shale, medium gray with occasional
clay-ironstone nodules - - - - -

1.

Limestone,

light-brownish-gr~

(exposed)

- - - - - - - - - - -

17

3

77

Sample #

17

Section in bank at King Hill, center East line S\tf-k NVI~ sec. 29,

T. 57 N., R.

35

w.,

st. Joseph, Buchanan County, on east side U. s.

Highwccy- 59 in south part of city.

Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System

3. Loess, tan - - - - - - - - - - -

20 (Est.)

Pennsylvanian System
Virgilian Series

Douglas group
Lawrence formation
Amazonia limestone member

2.

Limestone,

grs::~,

crinoid stems

observed in lower one foot

- - -

7

Unnamed shale :zmmber

(Spl.

# 17)

1.

Shale, m9dium gray; weathers
light gra;g, uppermost 2 feet

medium brom and silty; occasional clay-ironstone concretions found throughout section
Note:

21

McQueen and Greene (llissom-i Geol. Survey and Water Resources Vol. "'I:!:l) assign an average thickness of 56 feet
to bed No. 1 in northwestern 1-1issouri.

78

Sample # 18
Section in bluff, center NEi NEi;: NEt; sec. 1, T. 58 N., R. 36

\v .,

about three-quarter mile south of Amazonia, Andret-t County, on east
side of County Road K.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsy1vanian System
Virgilian Series

Douglas group
Lawrence formation
Amazonia limestone member
2.

Limestone, grcq, caps bluff - -

2

Unnamed shale mEmber
(Sp1. # 18)

1.

Shale, medium grcq, upper 10
feet silty, weathered to dark

brown; color grades downward
to da.rl<: grew.

Occasional clay

ironstone concretions found
in section - - - - - - - - - - -

Note:

~1cQueen and

42

Greene (Missouri Geol. Sur'W'J and Water Re-

sources Vol. XXV) assign an average thickness of 56 feet
to bed No. 1 in northwestern Missouri.

79

Sample # 19
Section at Lover's Leap, N~ SE! sec. 28, T. 57 N., R. 4

w.,

east

edge of Hannibal, .Harion County.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Mississippian System
Osagean Series
Burlington formation

9.

Gr~

to cream-colored coarsely

crystalline limestone, beds

3-4 feet thick, containing beds
and concretions of chert, some
beds of brown sandy limestone ,
one 18 inch bed of bro'Wil. sandstone near the top.

Exposed as

vertical cliffs and not accessible for detailed description - - - - - - - - - - - - - B.

80-90 (Est.)

Highly crinoidal, coarsely
crystalline, brown limestone;
typical brown Burlington lime-

10-12

stone

7. Brown limestone in one bed - - -

1

6. Fine zy c:cystalline , highly
crinoidal brown limestone

-

6-8

Partial thickness of Burlington limestone

- - - -

111

so

Kinderhookian Series

Chouteau group
Hannibal formation
$pl. # 19)

5. Greenish-brown to greenish-grey
sandy shale, with beds of very
argillaceous greenish-brown
sandstone.

One of these sand-

stone beds is about 5 feet
above the base of the forma-

70

tion - - Louisiana formation

4.
3.

Brovm argillaceous dolomite

1

8-12

Thin lenslike beds of brmm.
dolomite ani drab dolomitic
limestone; dolomitic beds predominating and more contin-

_ _____
_.

uous - - - - -

2.

BrCMn dolomite in thick beds,

with some few thin beds

1.

8-10

-- ... -

15

Alternating beds of dense gray
to drab dolomitic
b~;n

l~stone ~~

argillaceous dolomite; beds

4-8 mches thick

___ .. ___

5

Partial thickness of Louisiana

30-32

limestone
Note:

Description of J. S.
Paper 203, P. 23.

~villiams,

U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof.
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Sample

# 20A, 20B, 20C

Section along Ilasco Creek, Ni S~~ sec.

19, T. 56 N., R. 3 W.,

Ralls County, in bank, south side of creek, south of: road, about 1~
miles southwest from Saverton, 1-ti.ssouri.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
1-lississippian System
Kinderhookian Series
Chouteau group
Louisiana formation

5. I.Jm.estone, partial section, exposed in bank; dense; buff colored, beds 6-8 inches thick separated by yellow sandy clay
partings about 1 inch thick - -

9-18

Saverton formation
(Spl.

#

(Spl.

# 20B) 3. Blue-gray to brown silty shale,

20A)

4. Silty blue-grczy- mudstone- - - -

2

grades into mudstone above and
into black fissile shale belo\tt -

11

Grassy Creek formation
2.

Very thin bedded black fissile
shale (platy), weathers brown--

(Spl 0

# 20C)
1.

6

Blackish-gray shale, fissile,
to creek bottom

- - - - - - - -

3

6

82
Sample # 21
Section at Ardeola Hill, SE corner NW-1; Nw! sec. 10, T. Z7 N ., R.
ll E., Ardeola, Stoddard Comty, l'.dssouri, in bank on north side of
road.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System

9. Loess, tan - - - - - - - - - - -

6

Tertiary System
Pliocene (?) Series
nLafayette 11 formation
B.

Gravel, rounded, brown to
red brown with light to dark
brovm sand - - - - - - - - -

4-5

Paleocene Series
Midway group

Porters Creek formation

7.

Clay, dark gray-green on fresh

exposure, weathers to light
grey, with infrequent, thin
layers of clay iron-stone

45

Clayton formation

6. Clay, green, glauconitic ,
coarse sand in lower part
Cretaceous System
Gulfian Series

Owl Creek formation

5

83
(Spl.

# 21)

5.

Clay, yellcn.;-brown, very sandy - -

5

Clccy-, laminated, white and

yellow sand with brown cla;r

weathering to light gray-brown
with yellow-broltm stains, fossiliferous

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

6

Clay, brown, with muscovite a.-

long parting planes, interbedded sand, white to yellovr-

broYm, varying from less than

o.l

inch t o about 0 .2 inch;

fossiliferous

---

ll

McNairy (Ripley) fonnation

4. Sand, white to yellO\-r-brown crossbedded, slightly lignitic, local

limonite bands

- - - - - - - - -

ll

3. Clay, brown, light to blackish
grey, interbedded sand, limonite
and liiUSCovite along bedding

planes - - - - - - - 2.

Lignite, sandy - - - -

1.

Sand , white with iron oxide

stains only two feet ex posed
Note:

1

2

Section taken mostzy from Farrar (Hissouri Geol. Survey and
~'later

Resouraes, The Geology and Bleaching Clays of South-

eastern l>ussouri, App. 1, Bienn. Rept. 58, 1935).

84

Sample

#

22

Section in road cut, center North line}~ NW~ sec. 28, T. 27 N.,
R. 11 E., one-half mile northwest of Zeta, Stoddard County, Missouri,
on southside of County Roacl' Y, east face of hill overlooking lo\-rlands.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System

3. Loess, tan - - - - - - - - - - -

5-20

Tertiary System
Pliocene Series
11

Lafayette 11 formation

2.

Gravel, yellOTtt-brown, rounded,
with light bro\m sand

-- - -

1-3

Paleocene Series
ludway group

Porters Creek
(Spl. # 22)

1.

foru~tion

Clay, dark greenish-gra¥,
weathers light gra:y, with in-

frequent

cl~

ironstone nodules,

some partings contain very thin
silty, micaceous bands.

Only

upper 20 feet of section suitable for sampling

- - - - - - -

20

85
Sample # 23
Section in bluff NVit SWi SEf;: sec. 32, T. 30 N. t Ro 14 E., Cape
Girardeau, Cape Girardeau County, Missom-i, vrest side of Hain Street,
100 yards north from intersection with Broadway.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System

5.

Loess, tan - - - - - - - - - - -

5:!:

Ordovician System
Upper Series

}.llaquoketa-Thebes formations

4. Thebes sandstone, light brown,
fine grained - - - - - - - - - (Splo

#

23)

5-6

3. Maquoketa shale, reddish-brown
weathers light gray, poorly
exposed

- - - - - - - - - - - -

8-12

- - - - - - - - - - -

8

Fernvale formation
2.

Limestone

Hiddle Series
Kimmswick formation (Undifferentiated)
1.

Limestone, gray,
fossiliferous

- -

86
Sample #24
Section along \'lest Fork, Cape La Croix Creek, S:mk st-li SWi sec.
2, T. 31 N., R. l3 E., Cape Girardeau County, about one-half mile
northwest of Randol School, . and

5 miles

direct~

east of Jackson,

Missouri.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Ordovician System
Upper Series
Maquoketa-Thebes formations
(Orchard Creek Shale)
(Spl.

# 24)

1.

ShaJ.e, fissile, yellow-green to
brown at top grading downward
to dark greenish-gray in lov1er
half of section, weathers light
gr~

to buff, clay-ironstone

bands 3 jS inch to 3/4 inch thick
about 9 inches to 12 inches a-

part found locally.

Soil cover

contains chert fra.giiJ3nt s and
scattered boulders of lithographic limestone with chert
concretions - - - - - - - - - -

18!

Sample

# 25

Section in cley pit of Kasten Brothers Brick Company, Jackson,
Ydssouri, E~ SEfi; NW~ sec. 12, T. l3 N0

,

R. 12 E ., Cape Girardeau County,

Brick Plant is just southwest of intersection, u. S. HighViay 61 and
Y.dssouri

Highw~

25.

Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System
(Spl. # 25)

1.

Loess, tan cla.y - - - - - - -

35:!:

88

Sample

# 26

Section in bed and bank of East Fork, Cape La Croix Creek, at
common intersecting comer for sees. 13, 14, 23, 24, T. 31

N.,

R. 13 Eo,

Cape Girardeau County, about seven-tenths of a mile northe ast from
junction with the West Fork.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Ordovician System
Upper Series
Maquoketa-Thebes formations
2.

Thebes sandstone, light to dark
brown, fine grained - - - - - -

(Spl. # 26)

5!

1. Maquoketa shale, light brown
to blackish-brown, silty,
fossiliferous, weathers light
br~Nn and light green

- - - - -

4;

89
Sample # 27
Section in bank of Hissouri Highway 25, about 75 feet inside city
limits, north edge of St. lvlarys, Ste . , Genevieve County.

Thickness
Feet
Inches
Mississippian System
Chesterian Series
Renault formation
2.

Sandstone, light bromishgray - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Spl. # 27)

1.

3!

Shale, thinly fissile, slaty, pur-

ple, with alternating light
gray-green bands, .3 to 4 inches
thick (exposed)

- - - -

5!

90

Sample # 28
Section in low-angle bank, cut into hillside at abandoned oil test
well site, on Carl Hunter farm, center N~ NE-~
R. 41

w.,

NEt;

sec. 16, T.

64

N.,

Atchison County, about 3 miles south of Rockport; east side

of 1-l:i.ssouri Highwczy- lll, 0.3 mile south of junction of County Read E
with Missouri High1.ray 111.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Virgilian Series
1tlabaunsee group

Richardson subgroup
French Creek formation

5. Shale, gray 1 undulating
boundary with black soil
cover - - - - - - - - - - - -

3!

Jim Creek formation

4. Limestone, impure, brown
fossiliferous, weathered - -

6

Dr,y-Friedrich formation
(Spl.

# 28)

3. Shale, upper 5 feet rusty
brown, sa.nqy, not sampled;
lm-rer part light olive green

grading downward to very dark
gray in the lowermost 2 feet;
plant imprints throughout, fine
mica particles in parting
planes - - - - - - - - - - -

19

6

91
Dover formation
2.

L:i.Ioostone, brown, impure,
fossiliferous, weathered - -

Langdon formation
1.

Shale, grey-brown (exposed) -

0

6!

92
Sample

# 29

Section in ditch, north side of section line road, 3 miles south
of Fairfax, center south line sec. 3, T. 63 N., R .. 40 \>f., Atchison
County; l~ miles west of

u. s.

Highwa¥ 275 and 59, on \"te st facing slope

of hill, 300 feet east of drivewcrg to house north of road.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches

Pennsylvanian System
Virgilian Series
Wabaunsee group
Nemaha subgroup
Elmont formation

3. Limestone,

blue-gr~

to brovm-

ish-gray, fossiliferous - - -

2!

Harveyville formation
(Spl. # 29)

2.

Shale, dark grey with lmdulating varve-like

~ers

of

light oliw green color;
finely micaceous, clay-ironstone concretions concentrated in band about 1 foot
thick in center of section -

13

Reading formation
1.

Limestone, blue-gray, fossiliferous (exposed) - - - -

2!

6
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Sample # 30
Section in high bank, east side of road along foot of bluffs,
center of south line S:Ei Mi-1;: seco 12, T. 63 N., R. 41 ~v., Atchison
County, 1-3/4 miles east-southeast from Nishnabotna, about 150 feet
north of farmhouse, and about 0.3 mile north along road from quarry in
hillside.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Vjrgilian Series
\1 abaunsee group

Nemaha subgToup
Willard formation

(Spl. # 30)

1.

Shale, hard, dense, blocky,
gray olive-green to dark
brown, weathers light greenish-tan to light grczy, silty,
finely micaceous, scattered
cl~-ironstone

concretions

and plant imprints. (exposed) - - - - - - - - Note:

10!

Hand levels run from quarry to shale outcrop indicate
sample taken bet-vreen 30 a.rrl 40 feet below b ase of
Tarkio limestone.
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Sample # 31
Section in road cut along east side of Missouri Highway 13,
NWi; NW~ sec. 10, T. 54 N., R.

2B vr.,

NEk

Rev County; about 2.6 miles

south of railroad viaduct at Polo Gravel road east, 0.15 mile south of
section.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Pleistocene System
(Spl. # 31)

1.

GumbotU, light gray '\dth
rusty brown spots and
mottling in upper 7 feet;
mostly light gray in lower

3 feet; gUmrrw and silty
throughout, weathers very
light

gr~

with polygonal-

like system of cracks (exposed) - - - - - - - - - - -

10!

95
Sample # 32
Section is composite of two sample locations:

the first, at

southwest corner of intersection of gravelled east-\·:est sectionline road with Missouri Higlnray 13, the second, in Qllley feeding a
north-flowing tributary of Long Creek.

Road intersection is conmon

comer for sections 3 and 4, T. 55 N., R. 28 \i., and sections 33 and

34, T. 56 N., R. 28 vl.; and gulley and its junction with tributary is
at center Svlf; NVftt sec. 3, T. 55 N., R. 28 1'1 ., four miles north of Polo,
Caldwell County.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Missourian Series
Kansas City group

Linn subgroup
Cherryvale formation
Block member

5. Limestone, dark grczy-, fossili ferous , two beds; upper 9

inches thick, massive, jointed;
lower 12 inches thick, slabby,
lay ers ~ inch to 2 inches
t hick, f u sulines cormnon - - -

1

Font ana 100mber
(Spl. # 32)

4. Shale, fissile blackish-gray,
grades downward to dark
gray

- - - - - - -

17

9

3. Limestone, impure, brmm
color, slabby,

~ers

sep-

arated by rusty-brown silty
cley - - - - - - - - - - - 2.

1

Clay, dark gra:y, coal-like in
upper 1 foot, dark gra;;r in
1owennost part; irregular

4 inches of concretionary,
nodular limestone in center
of section - - - - - - - - -

2

Bronson sub group

Dennis formation
Winterset member
1.

Lime stone, light buff-gra_y,

brachiopods and crinoid
stems common; outcrop shows
partings up to 1 inch filled
with brCMU silty clay, lime-

stone layers, 2 to 8 inches
thick (exposed)- - - - - - -

14

6

97

Sample

# 33

Section in west bank of north-flowing tributary to Long Creek,
near center of
~!issouri

S'fllf; sr.rv·]; sw.f; sec. 21, T. 55 N., R. 28

w·.,

just north of

Highway 116, about 0.9 mile west of Polo, Caldwell County.
Thickness
Feet
Inches

Pennsylvanian System
Missourian Series
Kansas City group

Linn subgroup
lola formation
Raytown member

5.

Limestone, gray; brown silty
cl~ partings (exposed) - - -

3±

Huncie Creek member

4. Shale, black, thin, platy,
- - - - - - - - - - - -

1

3. Limestone, grey - - - - - - -

0

hard

Paola member

Chanute formation
(Spl.

# 33)

2.

Shale; bla.cki sh-gr ey- in upper

9 feet, light olive-green in
lm..;er 4 feet.

Base of upper

part contains a one foot
thickness of da;r.k gra:Jf, gritty
lilney, shale , overlain by a

4

98
bed of coal ~ to 1 inch thick.
Lowe~Aost

2 feet of entire sec-

tion, immediately above underlying limestone, silty and

blocky..

Plant impressions fourrl

throughout section - - - - - - -

13!

Drum formation

Cement City member
1.

Limestone, gray, fossiliferous
(exposed)- - - - - - - - - - - -

~

99
Sample

# 34

Section in north bank of road cut, center 51.'1~ NE}; M'l~ sec. 31, T.

51 N., R. 9 W•, Audrain County, about 3.4 miles west of cemetery at
west edge of Mexico City limits; on east facing hill slope, 150 feet
east of drivewC\Y to house of H.

c.

Hublitz north of road.
Thiclmess
Feet
Inches

Pleistocene System
(Spl.

# 34)

1.

Gumbotil, light

gr~

with rusty-

brown spots; vreathers l ight
gray.

(Soil cover about 7±

feet) - - - - - - - - - - - -

22!

/
· ... . . .

,

y..~
...·
~

.. ···""'

l~ t l -·

!
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Sample # 35
Section in bank, east side of intennittent creek, vl~
sec. 26, T. 29

N.,

NE1; NE1;

SEi

R. 14 E., Scott County, about 200 feet north of

Col.Ulty Road N. from a point about 350 feet east of A. J. l-1iller home.
West edge of Commerce about 1 mile east.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Cretaceous System
Gulf ian Series
McNairy (Ripley formation

"Leaf member"
(Spl. # 35)

3.

Cl~,

brownish-maroon, weathers

light chocolate brown, highly

silty, finely micaceous, leaf
impressions oommon; interbedded orange-bro\m sand lenses

2! inches thick, of va.ryine
lateral extent occur at infrequent intervals in vertical
face of bank; total thickness
of entire section variable
mv.lng to undulating contact

with under lying beds, and the
depth land surface has been
eroded into the fonnation - - - 22-27
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2.

Sand, bright rusty-brown layers
about ~ inch to 1~ inches thick,
cemented with limonite locally,
separated by bands of white
sand 2 to 3 inches thick.

Thick-

ness of entire bed varies

great~

over short l.ateral extent - - - - l-3

nzodoc member"
1.

Clay, 2 to 3 feet thick, black-

ish brown, f:inely micaceous ,
with interbedded white sand

layers about 1 foot thick,
streaked with 1/8 to ' inch
sandy-clay bands, brown to
black (lignitic); exposed in
creek bed about 100 feet upstream is a bed of lignite,

apparently under l,ying the clay.
This nember shows evidence of
much disturbance

am

exact thick-

ness impossible to measure.

Tot al thicknes s exposed varies
bet,-reen 3 t o 5 feet - - - - - -

3-5
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Sample # 36

Section in bank on south side of Grassy Creek, E~ SW* NWt S~
sec. 19, T. 54 N., R. 2

w.,

Pike County, on property of Mr. Arch

Hufford, about six miles west of Louisiana.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Ordovician System

Upper Series
Maquoketa formation

{Spl. # 36)

3. Shale, dark brown, overlain
by soil with Louisiana lime-

stone float, contains graphto1ite impressions and
Linguella fragments - - 2.

12

Shale; hard, sandy, nodular,
dark to medium gray - - - - - -

0

1. Shale, black to dark gray, with
four hard sandy shale layers
each about 4 inches thick, and

approximatelY

2i

feet apart in

lo\rermost part of section just
above creek bed (exposed)

26t
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Sample

# 37

Section :in ditch on north s:ide of county-line road, south side SW~
Sw~ SW! sec.

33, T. 55 N., R. 29

w.,

Caldwell County, on east facing

hill slope leading down to Brushy Creek, about 4.2 miles east of U. S.
Highw(\Y 69, and about 7 miles west and south of Polo.

Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
~ussourian

Series

Kansas City group
Zarah subgroup
itlyandotte formation
Frisbie member

11.

L:iJ:n.e stone, medium grczy-,

5!

fossiliferous
Lane forma. t ion
10.

Shale, light grEzy', silty
fine~

(Spl.

# 37)

micaceous

- - - - -

9. Shale, medium gref3 - - - - - S.

Coal, a.rrl s mut

7. Shale, medium gray - - - - - -

8
2

6

0

3

6!

Linn sub group
lola formation

Raytown mEmber

6.

Limestone, medium gr~,
fossiliferous -

5

6
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Muncie Creek me.mber

5. Shale, black, platy, fissile,
with upper 11 inches olive
green and soft, probably
weathered - - - - - - - - - - -

2

4

0

4

5

6

0

7!

Paola member

4. Limestone, gray - - - - - - - Chanute formation

3 • Shale, gr a:r - - - - - - - - - 2.

Shale, hard, silty, finely
micaceous - - - - - - - - -

1.

Shale, gra:y, weathered (exposed)

- - - - - - - - - - - -

3!
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Sample

# 38

Section in west bank of north flowing ere ek, t ributary to Long
Creek, center m'l~ S~ SvT-1-; sec. 29, T. 55 N., R. 28 \·J •, Caldwell County,

400 feet north of an east-west road from a point a bout 750 feet

'~ st

railroad crossing, and about 1.8 miles soutlr..rest of Polo.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Penns,rlvanian System
Missourian Series
Kans as City group
Zarah subgroup

Land formation

4. Sha.le, silty, blue-grey-, with
rusty-brown stains - - - - - - -

(Spl. # 38)

3. Coal, thin banded with smut- 2.

Shale, blackish-gray, fissile- -

Linn subgroup

lola formation
Raytmm member

1.

L~ stone,

dark gref3", in bed

of creek

- - - - - - - - - - -

2

6

0

6

lO:t

of
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Sample # 39
Section in road cut, U. S. Higlnvay 54 on \rest facing slope of
hill top, south side SEt ~-Ii

NE-t,

and north side ~

Nit;

~ sec.

30, T. 36 N., R. 28 W., Cedar County, about 1-3/4 miles west of
jl.Ulction of l-ti.ssouri

Highw~

S2 with

u. s.

HighN·ay 54 at south edge

of El Dorado Springs.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group
Dederick formation
Unnamed sandstone
2.

Sandstone, thin bedded almost
platy; buff arrl brm-m bandings,
fine:cy- micaceous , weathers light

brown to gray - - - - - - - - -

11!

Unnamed shale
(Spl. # 39)

1.

Shale, black, platy, fissile,

weathers dark to light bro'Wil,

(exposed) - - - - - - - - - - -

11±
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Sample

#

40

Section in bank at east side of road-cut, l'.dssouri

Highirfey"

39, on

south facing hill slope, center of west side ~i~ SW.f; N\'ff; sec. 7, T.

35 N., R. 26 vl., Cedar County, about 2-3/4 miles nort;hwest of Caplinger
Y.d.lls.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group
Dederick formation
Unnamed sandstone
2.

Sand stone, thin bedded,
almost platy, buff, brown,
and rusty bram banding,
partings contain brown clay,
fine~

micaceous

Unnamed shale
(Spl.

#

40)

lo

Shale, black, fissile, platy,
color gra des downward in lmllfermost 17 feet from black -to dark
gray and brown, also becoming
less platy and fissile (exposed)

- - - - - - - - - -

6
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Sample

# 41

Section in north bank of pit of A. P. Green Fire Brick Company

E! sEt; SVl-k sec. 31, T. 51 N., R.

sw.,

Audrain County, about 1-i

miles southeast of main office building at brick plant •
Thiclmess
Feet
Incres
Pennsylvanian System
Desmoinesian Series
Cherokee group
Cheltenham clay
(Spl.

# 41)

1.

Clay,

wav,

black to dark olive

green; bloaky - - - - - - - - Note:

2

6

This sample taken from an irregular band that appears at
varying elevations :fran bottom o:f pit.
inently exposed in the north bank.

It is most prom-
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Sample # 42
Section in pit of Plumb ltlning Company N\'li;: sec. 17, T. 34 N.,

·a.

J3 W., Cole County, about 3~ miles southeast of Russelville, north
bluffs of South lvioreau Creek.
Thickness
Feet
Inches
Pennsylvanian System

(Spl. II 42)

1.

Shale, dark to blackish brown,
light weight; (sinkhole de-

posit) - - - - - - - - - - - -

Note:

(unknown )

Sample collected by Carl Plumb of Plumb !:-lining Company.
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VITA
Peter Kurtz, Jr. was born Hay 25, 1927 in Chicago, Illinois to
1-1r. and l!irs. Peter Kurtz.

His father was general ma.Ik1.ger of meat mar-

kets for a Chicago chain.
At the age of 6 years, he moved to llebster Groves, Nissouri with
his mother when his mother and father vrere divorced.

He attended

Lockwood grade school in V'J ebster Groves and completed Junior high there.
He played C-team football during the lOth grade at Uebster.
In

1943 his mother took a high school

Hic higa.n .

teach~;

In Hesperia he completed the lith grade.

position in Hesperia,
He fin ished high

school at Ferris Institute at Big Rapids, lfic higa.n dur i.n.8 the s.umner
of

1944.
In May of 1945 he joined the Navy as an enlisted man and spent the

next fourteen months in that capacity.
spent aboard the

u. s.

The majority of that time he

Shelikof, a small sea plane tender.

He was honorabJ~r discharged JU]y 15, 1946.
He attended Hashint_;ton University night school during the fall
semester of 1946 at St. Louis, Hissouri.

In Janua...ry of 1947, he trans-

ferred to ltJestnrinister College, Fulton, Nis soln.. i -vrhere he pursued a
pre-medical curriculum.

He completed one year and a half at

~'lestminister

and t h en transferred to T:fashington University in the fall semester

1948.

He completed 3 semesters at Has hington in t he Liberal Arts School.
In January 1950 he ma rried Opal Lucille

~llallace

of Fulton, Missouri

and transferred to Missouri School of Hines and Hetallurgy, Rolla,
Hissouri.
at N.

s.

He eD..rolled f or the Ceramic Enei.ne ering Curriculum.

While

H. he joined the American Cerarnic Society, and t he honorary
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societies of Keram.os, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, and Si gma Pi Sigma.

He served as secretary of Keramos during his senior year .

In !-ley" of 1952 he received a B.

s.

in Ceramic Engineering at

H.S.H., graduating with first honors.
During the school year 1952-1953 and during the summers of 1952
and 1953, he has been doing graduate work at 1-f.s.H. as partial requirement for a Naster1 s Degree in Ceramic Engineering.

